This article describes IReadWeb system, which is based on existing WebAnyWhere technology. The existing WebAnyWhere system uses depth-first search (DFS) to traverse the Document Object Model (DOM) during the Web surfing task. DFS uses an exhaustive search and crawls through an entire page until it identifies the target node thereby greatly increasing the response time to users. We developed a user-experienced based algorithm, which, unlike DFS, exploits pre-fetched information stored in a local cache to speed up the browsing task. The performance of IReadWeb is thoroughly evaluated and compared against WebAnyWhere by using a sizeable sample of blind native Arabic speakers. The experimental results show that IReadWeb outperformed WebAnyWhere in attaining fast response speed.
I. INTRODUCTION
We are interested in building a WebAnywhere-based system that is available in the Arabic language and can help visually impaired Arabic speakers access the Web. WebAnywhere is a Web-based, self-voicing browser that enables blind users to access the Internet from almost any computer that can produce sound [1] . The performance of a WebAnywhere system depends (amongst other things) on the quality of a screen reader, which uses a text-tospeech (or speech synthesiser) system in reading or parsing a webpage. WebAnywhere uses depth-first search (DFS), a method of parsing the Document Object Model (DOM), in which an algorithm crawls through a page until it identifies a target node. Starting from the root node, the algorithm crawls down to the next element and repeats the process until the element of interest is found or the search space is exhausted. The speed with which an algorithm operates depends on two factors: the number of calculations it must make and the time required to access the resources necessary for the algorithm to run (usually, memory). A DFS must remember the element that it previously visited; thus, the minimum amount of memory it requires is equal to the number of elements in a tree. On the other hand, DFS has an exponential time complexity which makes it very inefficient [2] . This problem motivated us to enhance the prefetching function in WebAnywhere and improve the system's performance as highlighted in [9, 10] .
In the present study, we built an intelligent Arabic WebAnywhere plug-in that is intended to assist Arabic users in accessing educational websites and checking their email. The plug-in also enables reading and shopping from any location at any time. To enhance the system, we examined user experience with WebAnywhere. In the evaluation, we configured the system so that it begins reading the most frequently used element, instead of reading all the unwanted elements on a webpage. This way, the system can identify a target element in a short period. This feature enables the creation of an intelligent, highly accessible system.
In a previous study [3] , we conducted three investigations to evaluate the performance of NonVisual Desktop Access (NVDA) and IBSAR, which are two speech synthesiser systems used by blind people [11, 12] . The first investigation focused on the quality of the systems in terms of pronunciation, the second revolved around the intelligibility of the systems and the third investigate the meaning of sentences means the degree of received messages being understood. This article describes IReadWeb system which is based on existing WebAnyWhere technology. In building the system, we developed a new algorithm called the User Experience algorithm to enhance page reading. The algorithm uses The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II discusses the related work. The WebAnyWhere system is described in Section III. In Section IV, the proposed IReadWeb is described. The evaluation of the proposed system is given in Section V. Section VI discusses the results. The paper concludes in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
In [4] , the authors overview existing solutions for mobile web access for blind users and presents the design of the WebAnywhere system. WebAnywhere generates speech remotely and uses prefetching strategies designed to reduce perceived latency. A user evaluation of the system is presented showing that blind users can use Web-Anywhere to complete tasks representative of what users might want to complete on computers that are not their own. A survey of public computer terminals shows that WebAnywhere can run on most.
In another study [7] , the authors describe the performance and security implications of the system's unique design and how it has been engineered to provide usable access anywhere. Specifically, we present prefetching and caching strategies developed to make the system responsive even on low-bandwidth connections and security considerations that replicate existing browser security policies.
In [5] , the authors describe recent developments and their experiences in releasing WebAnywhere. WebAnywhere was originally designed as a web-based alternative to a traditional screen reader. It can be run on any computer without installing new software, making it ideal for use on-the-go or in libraries and schools where the appropriate access technology is unlikely to already be installed and where users do not have permission to install it. Since its initial release nearly two years ago, WebAnywhere has expanded from its original goal of supporting blind web users to become a platform for an array of technologies supporting access for people with disabilities.
In yet another study [1] , the authors expanded the WebAnywhere from its main goal to become a platform for an array of technologies supporting access for people with disabilities.
In [6] , the authors overview the browsing strategies that the research have observed screen-reader which users utilize when they are faced with challenges, ranging from unfamiliar Web sites and complex Web pages to dynamic and automatically-refreshing content.
The author develops a new tool that makes experienced users more effective, and assist them to overcome the initial learning curve for users who have not yet acquired effective browsing strategies.
Webanywhere is designed to function on most computers that have Internet access and that can play sound. Webanywhere does not support users' behavior or browsing history also Webanywhere do not support Arabic language.
In this research, we built an intelligent WebAnyWhere to be available in Arabic languages with best text to speech by using Text to speech evaluation. In addition, enhance the performance of the WebAnyWhere [15] as well as improving the perfection time by forcing the system start reading the most frequently and favorite elements used content in stated of reading all unwanted content.
III. THE EXISTING WEBANYWHERE SYSTEM
The WebAnywhere [14, 15] works as follows. After a user requests a page from the mainframe domain, he/she can then browse the page locally. The client process of JavaScript parses the subDOM document and re-sends it as text to the Web to be read. The client then interactively accepts the voices that represent the transmitted text and dynamically plays it for the user. The user can interact with the system through functions such as "voice and skip," "save as favourite" and "listen". Information on user interaction should be saved locally so that the same data can be re-loaded onto a page and the system can control how the same page will be read for a user. User interaction should be continuous to enable our main algorithm to determine what components to save and in what manner in the local storage.
The three main processes in the WebAnywhere architecture [1, 5] are the domain server process, the client browsing process and text-to-voice conversion in the server. The following diagram ( Fig. 1) shows the overall data exchange that occurs locally in a user's client PC or between Internet servers.
A. Domain Server Process
In the domain server process, a web server that hosts a domain on the Internet accepts requests from a client and loads the corresponding webpages in the main frame of WebAnywhere. An intermediate box loads pages within the subframe for browsing in the client where the user sends requests.
B. Client Browsing Process
The client browsing process is a program that exists in a user PC. Its operation primarily involves the use of a JavaScript processor and an HTML converter that loads pages for browsing over Internet browsers, such as Internet Explorer 10 and Firefox. As described in the preceding chapters, WebAnywhere uses DFS to search through a tree. The time spent traversing the DOM via DFS depends on the number of elements on a page and the duration with which the page loads. The worst-case scenario would be that the algorithm will have to pore through every element and every page. 
C. Text-to-Voice Conversion
In text-to-voice conversion, a server accepts texts from clients and responds by transmitting a voice that represents the texts. In this stage, a sophisticated speech generation system is required to present the texts, but the differences in strengths and weaknesses amongst various speech production systems impedes this process. To solve this problem, we evaluated existing TTS synthesisers to choose the best application (details follow). Another problem that we encountered is the unavailability of such applications in the Arabic language. Specifically, no application offers free reading in Arabic for communication with automated requests from clients.
D. IRead Web
Our goal in building the plug-in tool is to help blind and visually impaired individuals browse the Web without the need to download new software. We formulated the following criteria for development:
 WebAnywhere requires a sophisticated speech generation system for presented text, but the problem is that different speech production systems are characterised by various strengths and weaknesses. Therefore, the first implementation goal is to determine what components constitute a good speech production system. To achieve this goal, we experimentally studied text-t-speeach (TTS) synthesisers to choose the best amongst existing technologies.  Prefetching in WebAnywhere should be enhanced for better performance [4, 5] . This criterion is motivated by the manner of parsing in WebAnywhere. As stated above, WebAnywhere uses DFS to parse the DOM. DFS lacks in both space and time efficiency thereby compromizing the overall performance of WebAnywhere.
We enhanced the performance of DFS by taking user experience into account and incorporated it into the plugin, henceforth IReadWeb. The user experience script is added to the client browsing process. It uses browsing history, which comprises data on the interesting interactive behaviours of a user on a given webpage. The navigation algorithm enables the client to save this data in a PC as cookies or similar elements.
The client sends two main requests. It first sends the requested page domain to the domain server and sends text to the text-to-speech server through an API. The server then plays the transmitted voice.
To save information regarding user behaviour, favourites and unimportant elements accessed on a webpage, the navigation algorithm first evaluates these elements and subsequently saves them as cookies. A problem that arises is that data on browsing history are larger than the available cookies offered by a browser. A solution is the adoption of several techniques in which external files store all the data in a PC.
The first issue that confronts us is that the JavaScript running in a browser is unauthorized to handle a computer file API. Thus far, the only solution to this problem is the representation of files in Chrome via a file system API. We expect this technique to be available in all browsers in the future because it is officially supported by the W3 organisation. Until then, however, this solution The Fig. 2 comprehensively illustrates user experience. After a page is loaded by the client, script two scenario is operated first; that is, the system checks whether this is the first time an element on a page is read, after which DFS is executed as follows:
 If an element is read, 1 is added to the element value. The element ID is saved and the value is sent to the local storage.  If the element is read and the favourites shortcut is pressed (Ctrl + M), then the element value is saved as (f1) in the local storage.  If the element is skipped, then 1 is subtracted from the element value. The remaining value is saved to the local storage.
The second problem is that if the page has been previously loaded, then the User Experience algorithm functions as follows:
 All favourite elements with high values are read. If an element is read, 1 is added to the element and previous values (value = fv + 1, where f is the favourite and v denotes the last value added).
 If a user skips one of his/her favourite elements, then 1 is subtracted from the element value (Value = fv -1, where f denotes the favourite and v represents the remaining value added to the element).  If the element being read is not a favourite, then 1 is added to the element value (Value = value + 1).  If an element is not a favourite and it is read, 1 is subtracted from the element value (Value = value -1).  The algorithm checks on whether an element has been read and saves this situation in the local storage as the first scenario. This step facilitates page updates.
The second issue that requires addressing is the manner by which user experience data are stored. In some cases, the DOM element that a user needs to save or discard an element-using the main algorithm-will not have an ID; it therefore lacks the unique characteristics that enable automated saving by a programme. This situation, in turn, generates bugs that may impede user experience. For example, a user hears elements that he/she did not access, or a programme discards data or assigns low priority to data that are considered important by the user.
Internet developers cannot create an ID for every element in the pages that they design. Furthermore, certain data are already generated on a page even before Copyright © 2017 MECS I.J. Information Engineering and Electronic Business, 2017, 4, 13-20 loading, making this page self-generating in terms of process, function, search and database access. The text node in any DOM contains no distinguishing features; it is an actual text and no tag represents the text node itself. A text node is always a leaf node.
E. Interface
In WebAnyWhere [5] , we designed the interface so that it is divided into two frames: One frame works as a browser, and one frame is for downloading the website.
The browser frame contains the address bar, ‫"إذهب"‬ ("Go"); to make this more usable, we added two more buttons: ‫"التالي"‬ ("Next") and ‫"السابق"‬ ("Previous"), so the user can move forward or backward. Also, by using the Search Text box, the user can look for specific text or elements. The other frame is to download the requested web page after it download the WebAnyWhere (WA) script with the user experience will work. 
IV. TEST AND EVALUATION

A. Different Operating Systems/Browsers
We tested the performance of IReadWeb (the WebAnyWhere after adding the user experience) in different operating systems and browsers to make sure the pages look as intended. The following combinations as shown in Table 1 were tested.
B. Usability Test
In order to test the usability of the website, the following attributes were tested: appearance, clarity, and ease of access. Other factors measured include ease of learning, efficiency of use, and subjective satisfaction. Tasks were chosen to test each of these factors. Test participants were asked to complete typical tasks while observers watched, listened, and took notes regarding whether tasks were completed correctly and the required completion time. After the Arabic language was added to the local server, the program was tested using 12 blind participants from King Abdulaziz University. The experimenter explained the guidelines of use for WebAnywhere, and outlined all the short keys. The test lasted approximately 80 minutes, and was carried out in King Abdulaziz University's specialized experimental laboratory for disabled people.
Each participant completed 10 trials, where a trial means surfing a given website; a total of 10 different websites were used: 4 static and 6 dynamic. The following tasks were assigned to test usability factors:  Add Al Saudi News to favorites using CTL+M  Go to http://www.blindtec.net/vb/forum.php using CTL+L to write to the text field.  Use the tab key to skip to "Al-Maktaba Al-Saotia ‫الصوتية‬ ‫."المكتبة‬
C. Performance Test
We evaluated thoroughly the performance of IReadWeb in English, as there is no Arabic version of WebAnywhere. The performance of IReadWeb was compared against the performance of WebAnyWhere using 10 websites, including both static and dynamic websites. Table 2 shows the websites used in the test. The total time elapsed was recorded for each website visited.
WebAnywhere was tested using http://webanywhere.cs.washington.edu/beta/index.php?lo cale=en and the user experience was uploaded to www.ireadweb.net/wa. The network speed during testing was 10 mb/s. We assigned target elements, such as X in the website. We chose X as an element at the end of the webpage. Unlike the intelligibility test as reported in [16] , we examined the usability of the WbAnyWhere and the IReadWeb. In the WebAnyWhere, to read the website to reach the target element X, the following three different scenarios/conditions were used to examine the websites:
1. Read the page without using any skips to reach the target element (henceforth WS-1, i.e., WebAnyWhere Scenario 1). 2. Read the page using the down arrow skip key (which skips by word) to reach the target element (henceforth WS-2). 3. Read the page using the tab skip key, which skips by element (henceforth WS-3).
Similarly, in the IReadWeb, we added the target element X to the favorites list (Local Storage) in the following three scenarios and measured the performance accordingly:
1. Add the element X to the first elements on the favourites list and give it the highest frequency (henceforth IR-1, i.e., IReadWeb Scenario 1). 2. Add the element X to the last elements on the favourites list and give it the lowest frequency, where the favourites list consists of a maximum number of elements on the webpage (henceforth IR-2). 3. Add the element X to the last elements on the favourites list and give it the lowest frequency, where the favourites list consists of half the number of elements on the webpage (henceforth IR-3).
V. RESULTS
We present the evaluation results measured in terms of reading time taken by a participant against different conditions (as described above). The reading time (speed) was recorded in seconds. The results are shown in Table  3 . The mean web surfing time for the static and dynamic websites, averaged over static and dynamic websites separately, is reported in Table 4 .
It is clear from the results ( Table 3 and Table 4 ) that overall the IReadWeb offered best performance to the blind people. An ANOVA test was used to test the performance gain against the different conditions (three WebAnyWhere conditions and three user IReadWeb, total six conditions). The ANOVA results revealed that the performance gain differed significantly among these conditions: F(5,54) = 11.78, p < 0.01.
VI. DISCUSSION
Building on existing WebAnyWhere technology base, we developed IReadWeb which offers rapid web surfing to blind people. To achieve this rapid web surfing goal, the IReadWeb takes user experience into account by exploiting pre-fetched information stored in a local cache. We experimentally showed that IReadWeb outperformed WebAnyWhere in attaining fast response speed. The present study reveals some interesting results which are worth discussing.
 On static websites, both WebAnyWhere and
IReadWeb offered competitive performance. The response time of IReadWeb was slightly better than the response time of WebAnyWhere in all conditions though.  On dynamic websites, IReadWeb outperformed WebAnyWhere in all conditions. This is important because if the user needs a link or an element at the end of the page, (s)he must wait until that link/element is reached. However, in the IReadWeb, a user can add such elements to the favourites list thereby retrieving the required page(s) much quickly.  Of course the performance of IReadWeb would be affected with an increase in the number of elements on the favourites list. But comparing the number of such elements to the total number of elements skipped/read by WebAnyWhere, it seems plausible that IReadWeb would still process lesser number of elements thereby reducing the response time.  Many different factors affected the test, including the number of elements on the webpage. These factors add adverse effects especially to WebAnyWhere because it uses depth-first search whose worst-case time complexity is O(V+E) (V as vertical, E as edge). It is important to mention here that this complexity becomes even worse in webpage processing, because the number of pages (P) read to reach the target node also contribute towards this complexity resulting in total worstcase time complexity O(P+V+E).
VII. CONCLUSION
This study aimed at developing an intelligent plug-in tool for blind users, specifically Arabic native speakers. WebAnywhere was used as the base technology in the development of the intelligent plug-in tool. We enhanced the performance of WebAnyWhere by developing a userexperienced based algorithm which exploits pre-fetched information stored in a local cache to speed up the browsing task. The algorithm was implemented resulting in an improved version of WebAnyWhere: IReadWeb.
The performance of IReadWeb was thoroughly evaluated and compared against WebAnyWhere by using blind native Arabic speakers. The evaluation study was carried out on both static and dynamic websites. The experimental results showed that IReadWeb outperformed WebAnyWhere in attaining fast response speed.
In future, we intend to extend the present work to mobile devices too. Most mobile devices today use browsers with limited functionality that cannot play sound from within the browser, although this is beginning to change. WebAnywhere may become a popular method to enable accessible browsing on mobile devices.
